In the previous year 75% of fortune 1000 companies fell victim to the data loss. Recent government failures to prevent data leakage, secret military documents are left on train in cameras etc., prove the need for reliable data leakage prevention program.

iTrust offers Data Leakage Prevention RiskAdvisor Service that employs real time, automated data monitoring without slowing the process of data exchange. Our data discovery services provide: 96% precision accuracy; meaning that almost all identified data are relevant, 93% recall accuracy; resulting in very high ratio of positively identified and retrieved sensitive data. Our consultants use state of the art technologies building upon large experience base resulting in 10% higher efficiency than our competitors.

iTrust Security Data Leakage Prevention (DLP) suite is non disruptive to the user and at the same time highly efficient while monitoring data in every form: in rest, in motion and in use.

What can iTrust do for you?:

**Data at Rest:** Where is my confidential data stored?

iTrust consultants with the help of modern methodologies and state of the art technologies locate and identify sensitive data wherever it resides. Revolutionary distributed data discovery approach provides results in hours with highest precision and recall accuracy on the market.

**Data in Motion:** Where is my confidential data going?

iTrust provides passive sensors: resulting in non disruptive usage and active interceptors: providing encryption or blockage of sensitive data on the fly; resulting in secure data exchange.

**Data in Use:** How do I fix my data loss problems?

iTrust delivers real time, precise data awareness, monitors and protects all end points, enforcing granular policy control, restricting only prohibited activities - resulting maximum protection while with minimal user impact.

Transform your data security posture from reactive to proactive and gain greater control over your sensitive data whereever it resides.

iTrust DLP RiskAdvisor service can be customised to meet a wide variety of customer needs. Pricing starts at $30,000 for the entry-level DLP RiskAdvisor Express Service.
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